Bioie: retargetable information extraction and ontological annotation of biological interactions from the literature.
The need for extracting general biological interactions of arbitrary types from the rapidly growing volume of the biomedical literature is drawing increased attention, while the need for this much diversity also requires both a robust treatment of complex linguistic phenomena and a method to consistently characterize the results. We present a biomedical information extraction system, BioIE, to address both of these needs by utilizing a full-fledged English grammar formalism, or a combinatory categorial grammar, and by annotating the results with the terms of Gene Ontology, which provides a common and controlled vocabulary. BioIE deals with complex linguistic phenomena such as coordination, relative structures, acronyms, appositive structures, and anaphoric expressions. In order to deal with real-world syntactic variations of ontological terms, BioIE utilizes the syntactic dependencies between words in sentences as well, based on the observation that the component words in an ontological term usually appear in a sentence with known patterns of syntactic dependencies.